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the long-term survivors had notably better baseline lung function than the remainder, so by
inspection of baseline characteristics it seems that they may have had better physical fitness. they
were also at lower cardiovascular risk than the remainder, so it is likely that they fared better
physically in evar-2. during the randomisation period, many of the evar procedures are likely to have
been conducted under general anaesthesia, but today there is more widespread use of local
anaesthesia in physically frail patients. the differences in creatinine levels may be of less
significance, as with their younger age and higher bmi, the glomerular filtration rates might be quite
similar for the long-term survivors and the remainder. aneurysm diameter is an accepted indicator of
the risk of cardiovascular mortality, so that the patients with lower baseline aneurysm diameter are
likely to have been at lower risk of cardiovascular death. 163 164 the long-term survivors had
notably better lung function than the remainder of evar-2, suggesting that they were better fit, as
well as having lower risk of cardiovascular death, although it is unclear whether the changes in
creatinine levels might have been due to higher bmi, younger age or both. during the randomisation
period, many of the evar procedures were likely to have been conducted under general anaesthesia,
but today there is more widespread use of local anaesthesia in physically frail patients. the
differences in creatinine levels may be of less significance, as with their younger age and higher bmi,
the glomerular filtration rates might be quite similar for the long-term survivors and the remainder.
aneurysm diameter is an accepted indicator of the risk of cardiovascular mortality, so that the
patients with lower baseline aneurysm diameter are likely to have been at lower risk of
cardiovascular death. 163 164
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when a web site wishes to report some performance data to a tracking server, they create an evar of
known numeric value, as specified within a configuration document. the evar has the same value on
each page the configuration document is implemented. any time a visitor’s browser reports the evar

value to the tracking server, the report is sent. we have previously shown that adobe generally
stores evars as browser values in a temporary cookie, which persist from visit to visit until the cookie
expires or the browser is closed. this allows tracking servers to report data for cross-device tracking

and display custom web pages. evars are returned as single variables with a value in your
tracking/analytics server. you specify the name of the evar you would like to get data for, the

number of the evar you are setting, and any configuration attributes you would like to apply. note
that evars cannot be set based on user-specific attributes. this code uses an asp header to store the

evar id for the first 1000 (or more) visits to a site. a “visitorid” cookie is set in the browser with a
unique id number for each visit. (the system uses the user id to distinguish between two visits by the

same user.) the evar is dynamically generated with a unique set of values for each web page on
which it is implemented. the evar can be use to identify visitor visits to a site and report data for
cross-device tracking. you can set specific values and/or attributes of the evar. the data collector
project allows you to record information about visits to a site using unique identifiers called evars.
you can set dynamic values and attributes for evars and track visits to any web page on your site

using a single evar. visit attributes are passed from the data collector to your analytics server, along
with the evar id. 5ec8ef588b
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